
INT. CAVE - DAY

CAPTION: FADE IN

Somewhere in Afghanistan

CAPTION: FADE OUT

Candles blaze brightly, giving some light to the cave, but 
allowing a hint of mystery to remain. The area is neatly 
decorated, with curtains hanging from walls with no windows. 
An enormous painting of Liza Minelli acts as a focal point. 

Framed pictures of turban-wearing men in various forms of 
military action are scattered throughout the room, along with 
a few pictures of the men messing around.

MUHAMMAD, late 30’s, the feisty and worrisome “woman” of the 
cave, sits in a much-too-nice-for-Islam chair, reading a 
Martha Stewart Living magazine.

OSAMA, late 40’s, irritable and arrogant, enters and walks 
by, carrying a beard. He stops at a mirror and attaches it to 
his barren face.

OSAMA
I’m going out, Muhammad. Would you 
mind sending the homing carpet out? 
I need a message sent to my stylist 
in Syria.

Muhammad drops his magazine.

MUHAMMAD
And where do you think you’re 
going?

OSAMA
I’m meeting with the guys at 
Muhammad’s cave to plan the 
rebellion.

MUHAMMAD
You’re meeting another Muhammad?

OSAMA
He’s one of the leading members of 
the cause.

MUHAMMAD
Oh, but I’m just a lowly cave 
keeper, aren’t I!? Fine. Just go. 
I’ll stay here and rot.



OSAMA
Good. I’ll be back for final 
prayer.

MUHAMMAD
No you won’t. You’re not going out 
in this weather. You’ll catch a 
cold.

OSAMA
It’s sunny out.

MUHAMMAD
That’s the worst kind of weather 
for your health. Ask anyone.

OSAMA (CHILD-LIKE)
But, Muhammad! I have to plan the 
Jihad!

MUHAMMAD
Who else is going to be there?

OSAMA
Well there’s Muhammad H., Muhammad 
J., Muhammad E., Muhammad J. II, 
Muhammad Z., and Cat Stevens.

MUHAMMAD
Oh, Osama! You know I don’t like 
you hanging out with that bunch. 
All they talk about is seventy 
virgins this, and seventy virgins 
that. It’s horrendous.

OSAMA
But I have to go or they will think 
I’m not serious about the cause. I 
am serious!

MUHAMMAD
I know you are, dear.

OSAMA
So I can go then?

MUHAMMAD
Absolutely not. You said you’d milk 
the camels today. 

OSAMA
I did not!
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MUHAMMAD
Oh, so now I’m a liar? 

OSAMA (MEEKLY)
No, dearest. I just don’t quite 
remember.

MUHAMMAD
Well you did, and now you are just 
trying to go back on your word. 
You’ve got seventy virgins on your 
mind.

OSAMA
Never. Only you, my sweet little 
dune coon.

MUHAMMAD
Sweet!? How dare you call me sweet, 
infidel! I’ll bomb you back to the 
stone age!

Osama looks around the room.

OSAMA
That’s pretty much where we are, 
dearest.

MUHAMMAD
That’s it! You may never see your 
friends again!

OSAMA
But, Muhammad! Be reasonable!

MUHAMMAD
No! You are acting like an 
American!

OSAMA (ANGRY)
What did you say!?

MUHAMMAD (SHEEPISHLY)
I said...you are acting like 
an...American.

OSAMA
That does it! I’m leaving, and when 
I return from planning the 
overthrow of Western ideals, there 
better be a hot bowl of flying 
squirrel soup waiting for me.

He turns and begins to leave.
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MUHAMMAD
Oh, no you don’t! You come back 
here right now before I declare 
Jihad on you!

He exits as Muhammad continues to yell incoherently.

EXT. OUTSIDE CAVE - DAY

The sun swelters and seems to move as it rises from the 
depths of the Earth, its face covering the horizon in its 
entirety. 

A bird of prey circles overhead, awaiting the smell of decay 
to summon meal time. 

The desert floor absorbs the light of the sun, glowing a 
reddish color that cannot help but act as an indicator of 
future bloodshed.

Osama continues walking away from the cave. He whistles and 
holds out his arms. Various critters gather around him, and 
birds land on his outstretched limbs. He is caught up in a 
Snow White moment. 

Muhammad emerges a moment later, still yelling inarticulately 
to himself.

Osama does not get much farther before he is hit with a rock 
in the back. The animals scatter and he turns to face his 
lover.

MUHAMMAD
Osama bin Muhammad bin ‘Awad bin 
Laden! How dare you walk away from 
me, after all I’ve done for you! 
What has our relationship come to?

OSAMA
There is no longer a relationship. 
You have oppressed me for the last 
time!

MUHAMMAD
I will not allow you to see your 
friends today! You can plan a world 
without Christianity some other 
time!

OSAMA
I am leaving, Muhammad, and I am 
not coming back!
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MUHAMMAD
What about all the good times? What 
about our special video!?

OSAMA
I sent it to America. They thought 
it was torture.

MUHAMMAD (LIVID)
You sent our special video to 
America!?

OSAMA
I thought it was funny.

MUHAMMAD
Infidel!

Muhammad rips off his robe, revealing a massive amount of 
explosives and a teddy bear strapped to his body. 

OSAMA
What are you doing? Is that my 
Poopy bear!?

Muhammad lets out a warcry and charges Osama. He tries to run 
but trips on his robe. They collide and explode in a 
prodigious display of destruction.

The bear’s head is left blackened and sizzling in the morning 
sun.
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